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Cutting- and Gluing Table  

for Form-, Fill- and Seal Machines 
 
 
Dear customer, 
 
we would like to present to you our well-tried cutting- and gluing table application for the film infeed of 
your ROVEMA form-, fill- and seal machine – provided that it doesn’t already exist on your ROVEMA 
machine. 
  
The retrofit of the cutting- and gluing table offers you a time-saving and significantly easier cutting and 
gluing of the film. Furthermore, the table is equipped with additional functions like automatic locking of 
the film and machine stop when recognizing the film end, a film tear or other malfunctions of the film 
run in the reel carrier, which spares you a time-consuming rethreading of the film. 
 
The retrofit of the cutting- and gluing table offers you: 
 
� time saving at the film reel exchange 
� facilitated gluing of the film web ends 
� manual or automatic film locking 
� automatic stop of the form-, fill- and seal machine 
� information message on the control display 

in case of film end or film tear 
� signal lamp for machines without control display 

 
Retrofit kit consists of: 
 
� cutting- and gluing table in stainless steel execution 
� air supply for the pneumatic unit 
� adjustment of software and wiring diagram  
� additional mini control for machines without PC 

control 
 
Cost for one retrofit kit: 
 
� 1.990€ - machine size up to VP - 260 
� 2.890€ - machine size up to VP - 400 
� 3.690€ - machine size up to VP - 260 without PC control 
� 4.590€ - machine size up to VP - 400 without PC control 

 
 
On request we will gladly prepare a customized offer for installation and start-up on site. 
 
For more information about the cutting- and gluing table or in case of further questions regarding 
your ROVEMA packaging machine, your contact person at ROVEMA service is at your disposal. 
 
We are pleased to be of service to you! 
 

Your ROVEMA Service Team 

cutting- and gluing table at the reel carrier of the 
form-, fill- and seal machine 

 


